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An overview of the current status of autocollimator characterisation, calibration,
and optimisation at the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt (PTB) and
implications for practical applications are provided. The challenges associated
with autocollimator use in profilometers for the precision measurement of the
form of optical surfaces are emphasised and recent developments at PTB to
approach them are highlighted.

1 Introduction

3 Status of AC calibration

Autocollimators (AC) are versatile optical instruments for the contactless measurement of the
inclination angle of reflecting optical surfaces. They
are applied in optics, angle metrology, and precision engineering (form measurement of flat and
aspherical optics, angular adjustment of components, calibration of angle encoders and artefacts).
Beam-shaping optical surfaces in synchrotron
beamlines and Free Electron Lasers are now routinely characterised by profilometers which are
based on surface slope measurement by means of
high-resolution electronic ACs. For a comprehensive overview of the use of ACs for this purpose
and the specific challenges associated with this
application, see [1].

At PTB, the WMT 220 angle comparator [5] serves
as the primary national standard for the plane angle in Germany and it is used for the most accurate
calibrations of angle artefacts and angle measuring
instruments. The systematic graduation errors of
the grating can be determined by two independent
methods: cross-calibration against a secondary
angle encoder (built-in or external) and selfcalibration [6,7]. The standard uncertainty of the
calibration of the WMT 220 is of the order of u =
0.001 arcsec (5 nrad) and has been verified by
various internal comparisons (of cross- and selfcalibration) and by comparisons with independent,
external partners, which all demonstrate consistency at the level of several nrad rms [8]. ACs can
be calibrated, depending on the calibration parameters, down to a standard uncertainty of u =
0.005 arcsec (25 nrad).

2 Influences on AC angle response
Accurate and traceable angle metrology with ACs
requires their precise characterisation and calibration, as their angle response depends sensitively
on the measurement conditions. The AC’s angle
response depends on a large number of internal
parameters − aberrations of the optical components, as well as their alignment, inter- and intrapixel variations of the CCD, electronics and software algorithms, … − which are specific to the
instrument and beyond user control, and on external parameters − reflectivity and curvature of the
surface under test (SUT), its distance (beam path
length) from the AC, the diameter and shape of the
aperture stop, the position of the aperture stop
along the AC’s optical axis and perpendicular to it
− which can be selected by the user or are given
by the experimental set-up [2-4]. Therefore, the
precise characterisation and calibration of ACs are
central to making full use of their potential by correcting residual angle errors. In the following sections, specific challenges are highlighted and recent developments at PTB to meet them are presented.

4 AC performance at small apertures
Small AC apertures are desirable, e.g., for achieving a high lateral resolution with AC-based profilometers. To counter interference effects, PTB
has developed novel Phase-Shifting Reticles
(PSR) for ACs [9-11]. In collaboration with an AC
manufacturer, the reticles have been included in a
commercial AC. First results show a decrease in
the feasible aperture and a strong suppression of
angle deviations on an angular scale which corresponds to the pixel size of the AC’s CCD detector.
5 Positioning of small apertures
We performed experimental investigations on the
influence of the position of an aperture stop along
the AC’s optical axis and perpendicular to it on the
AC’s angle response [4]. This is an ongoing research topic and ray tracing modelling of an AC
and calibrations are performed to characterise the
influence of, e.g., optical aberrations of the AC’s
objective. The development of a device and a
standardised procedure for the highly reproducible
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positioning of small apertures relative to the AC’s
optical axis during AC calibration and its subsequent use in a profilometer are also investigated.
6 Variability of beam path length
The characterization of the influence of the distance between the AC and the SUT (i.e., the optical path length of the AC beam) on its angular
response is of major importance, as most ACbased profilometers use a movable pentaprism to
scan the SUT, which induces large changes (in the
range of 1-2 m) in this parameter [3]. This is an
ongoing research topic which is addressed by AC
ray tracing modelling and calibrations. We are also
collaborating - together with the Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin (HZB), Germany - with the Advanced
Light Source (ALS), Berkeley, US, in the development of the Universal Test Mirror (UTM) to address
this pressing problem [12].

ometer). Shearing techniques, by applying defined
angular offsets between both systems, offer a
unique opportunity to separate the errors of the AC
and of the second system and, therefore, to calibrate both without recourse to any external standard. First experimental tests show very promising
results.
10 EURAMET.L-K3.2009 Key Comparison
PTB has initiated and is heading the first European
Association of National Metrology Institutes
(EURAMET) Key Comparison on AC calibration to
provide information on the capabilities and limits of
independent calibration methods and devices
(EURAMET.L-K3.2009 [16]). A total of 27 international National Metrology Institutes (NMI) are participating, including seven form Asian-pacific countries, and data acquisition (scheduled between
12/2009 – 08/2013) is under way.

7 Spatial Angle Autocollimator Calibrator
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